The smear negative tuberculosis (TB) patients (Pulmonary (PTB), Extra pulmonary (EPPTB)) are infectious and transmission contributes to 13% to 41% depending upon the settings and the type of patients.

The TB patients should have at least 5,000-10,000 bacilli in sputum for detection by smear microscopy. In contrast, patients whose bacillary load is less than the mentioned number are not detected by the smear microscopy. Smear positive patients spreads the infections to others and TB control programmes are aggressive in early diagnosis of smear positive TB patients. It has been believed that smear positive patients spreads the disease and smear negative cases are less infectious than the smear positive cases and do not contribute for transmission. However there are sufficient evidences to show that the smear negative tuberculosis can also transmit the disease.

A study from San Fransisco has showed that at least 17% of the TB transmission is contributed by smear negative TB cases. A molecular epidemiological study was conducted in two groups (Group 1, PTB or PTB + EPTB; Group 2, Group 1 + EPTB) in Vancouver General Hospital to trace the transmission chain of smear negative tuberculosis. It revealed that the proportion of episodes of transmission was 17% to 21% in Group 1 and 25% to 41% in Group 2. The result showed that the smear negative TB transmission accounted for at least one sixth of the total culture positive TB cases. This study has also highlighted that the transmission is also possible through the EPTB cases.

In a study, a infant having skin lesion and scarring of the lung apical region in the radiograph was smear negative. The AFB was demonstrated from the skin lesion. The man with the similar clinical presentations used to take care of the infant for several hours a day. The genotypes from the infant and the man matched perfectly by IS6110 RFLP technique. This further illustrates the infectiousness of the smear negative tuberculosis. Similarly, a study has reported the extensive transmission of the tuberculosis in school in Luton, England from a child with smear negative pulmonary tuberculosis. The index case was a 9 year old boy of black African origin born in United Kingdom. A study in Netherland has revealed that 12.6% of the tuberculosis transmission in 394
clusters (total of 1285 patients) was attributable to the transmission from a patient with smear negative tuberculosis.\textsuperscript{5}

The bacillary burden in smear negative PTB are less but they have been reported with different clinical and radiographic findings than those with smear positives.\textsuperscript{6} Smear negatives and culture positives were at equal odds of having tuberculin test positive, higher odds of having HIV sero-positive and mediastinal lymadenopathy.
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